Hernekeitto – Green Split Pea Soup
A hearty comfort food that feels just like a warm hug in a bowl
Author: Elisa | Inthekitchenwithelisa
INGREDIENTS
(makes 6-8 portions)

• 500g whole green peas (dried) or green split peas
• 5 laurel leaves
• 15 black pepper pepper corns
• 5 all spice pepper corns
• 3-5tsp salt
• 5 garlic cloves (small)
• 5 white onions (small)
• about 1kg pork with bones (soup bones)
• 10 potatoes (medium)
• 3 carrots

DIRECTIONS

1. These instructions apply only if you are using whole green peas, if using split peas you do not necessarily
need to do this as they cook much faster. Wash the green peas shortly and then soak in a big bowl, or in a
big pot, which you will be using for the soup later, with about 2 -3 litres of water (enough to cover the
peas and so that there is a couple of centimetres on top of the peas) over night or for about 24 hours. On
the next day, strain the water and wash the peas once more shortly with cold water. Transfer the peas to a
large (minimum 5 litre) pot.
2. Peel the garlic cloves and the onions. Cut the onions into fours.
3. Add the laurel leaves, black pepper pepper corns, all spice pepper corns, salt, garlic cloves and the white
onions to the pot with peas. Then add the pork bones on top and pour over enough cold water to cover the
bones. To ensure the soup is not too salty for you, add only 3 teaspoons of salt first, then taste when the
soup is ready and add more if needed.
4. Cook the soup on medium heat so that it is constantly simmering for about 2 hours. You will notice that a
kind of foam will form on the surface of the soup, you want to remove this with a spoon as it will ensure
you have a clear broth when your soup is ready.
5. After 2 hours remove the bones and allow them to cool shortly before removing the meat from them. In
the meantime continue cooking the soup (simmering on medium heat) until the peas become really soft
(test with a spoon). This can take from 3 to 4 hours.
6. Once you notice the peas have softened, peel the potatoes and the carrots and cube them into bite sized
pieces. Add the meat that was removed from the bones to the pot along with the potatoes and carrots.
Cook for another 10-15 minutes until the potatoes and carrots have cooked.
7. Allow the soup to stand for about 1-2 hours before serving. This allows to soften the peas even more and
the soup becomes really nice and thick and hearty.
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